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Homie is an Italian brand. Founded in 2019. By 
sharing a fraternal relationship and passion for 
fashion Marco Bortoli and Francesco Mapelli 
combined their creative and innovative spirits.

Paying homage to the great Italian tailoring tradi-
tion, they make their first women’s collection, re-
ady to wear and with contemporary and modern 
style. Mindful, of the latest trends while maintai-
ning its own identity. The goal of maintaining de-
licate lines and essential attention to detail have 
created a perfect product of style, technique and 
communication. Careful research in the choice 
of fabrics, accessories are key elements in repre-
senting each item.

Homie is emotion. Desire to communicate per-
sonality, to share and reinterpret the past in a 
modern language. Style and unmistakable form, 
never banal. Colors, contamination from the ur-
ban world, art, design. Italian style with an inter-
national twist.
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Homie launches its first ready to wear 
collection, paying homage to iconic, re-
volutionary women who have marked and 
changed history. The Rebel Muses that 
Homie combines with each garments are 
actresses, divas, athletes, social and poli-
tical activists. With desire, wearing every 
day Homie, you can bring a piece of history 
with you, celebrating the strength and be-
auty of women who have fought and made 
their voices heard for generations of today.













DN106
Homie cotton suit jacket removable shoulder 
pads inside. fringe cuffs and faur front pocket. 
Bemberg lining inside and front button closure.

DN1032
Homie cotton suit pant. pockets and invisible 
zipper on the side. fringe on the cuff

LA FRIDA





DN1033
Homie wool suit jacket removable shoulder pads 
inside. Faur front pocket. Bemberg lining inside 
and front button closure.
DN1034
Homie wool suit raw cuff pant. pockets and invi-
sible zip on the side.

LA KNOWELS





DN1031
Homie cotton short suit jacket with wool and cashmere 
cuffs. Front button closure.

LA CARMEN CANSINO





DN1010
Homie wool jacket needling stitches on the shoulder

LA WAGNER





DN1018
Homie velvet pajama shirt 3/4 sleeve. Front button closure
DN1014
Homie velvet pajama pant confort fit, invisible zip on the side

LA KATHY





DN1026
Homie silk blouse with needling handmade stitching on the cuffs.
mother of pearl front button closure. Handmade pleats on the shoul-
ders and cuffs.

LA DELPHINE





DN1028
Homie withe silk shirt with fringed collar. Mother of pearl 
button closure. asymmetrical cuffs.

LA TAYLOR





DN1017
Homie cotton chevron hem mini skirt. invisible zip on the side

LA BILLIE JEAN





DN102
Homie wool tube skirt with needling handmade stitching. 
invisible zip on the rear

LA ROWLING





DN1025
Homie cotton asymmetrical pleated skirt with fascia on 
the waist. invisible zip closure on the side.

LA HOLIDAY





DN1016
Homie wool mini wallet skirt. hook closure on the side, 
bemberg lining inside

LA YOKO ONO





DN103
Homie wool button closure cuff pant, elastic weist, faur 
rear pockets

LA BETTY





DN1012
Homie cotton high waist palazzo pant. Pleats and 
pockets on the front, invisible zip on the side.

LA AGATHA





DN1011
Homie high V waisted flared velvet pant. invisible zip closure on the 
side.

LA FRANCA





DN1019
Homie wool and cashmere cardigan with belt. Oversized sleves 
and cuffs

LA AMELIA





DN1037
Homie Kimono dress. Technical fabbric, oversize sleeve and 
frontal split.

LA CALLAS





DN1013
Homie glittery tulle short dress contrasting velvet cuffs and col-
lar. black bemberg inside lining.

LA MARILYN





DN105
Homie velvet asymmetrical dress. handmade fringe on the cuffs 
and front.

LA ANITA





DN101
Homie cashmere and wool long blu coat. Bemberg lining inside, 
Button frontal closure

LA NINA





DN1027
Homie wool jacket with belt and zip closure. Bemberg lining 
inside

LA LADY DIANA





DN1038
Homie tanker jacket, technical fabbric with elastic cuffs and 
weist. front zip closure.

LA ROSA
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